
The Challenge
Managed Service Providers (MSPs) are finding it increasingly challenging to provide 
profitable and competitive services to their clients in the face of increasing complexity 
and scale of their customer IT environments. MSPs are expected to deliver operational 
efficiencies, reduce operational costs and manage complex regulatory compliances 
for their customers’ IT environments. Customer requirements that drive MSP revenue 
models often translate into operational challenges that actually drive down profitability 
of the MSPs. 

MSPs require carrier-class software that scales across multiple customers, networks 
and sites. They need visibility and control of their customers’ entire infrastructure – serv-
ers, storage, virtualized servers and storage, networks, security devices, applications 
and users – all from a single pane of glass. 

MSPs need real-time, out-of-the-box alerts and notifications of security, performance 
and availability issues. They also need incident management and trouble ticketing, 
configuration and change management, log management and compliance reporting to 
support their customers.

Other MSP challenges include:

Ensuring Highest Levels of Quality of Service

 f Provide highest level of availability, performance and security

 f Meet customer Service-Level Agreements (SLAs)

MSPs Need: To measure business-level SLAs, not just IT SLAs

Reporting

 f Provide up-to-date business service or IT component-level dashboards

 f Provide compliance and regulatory reports such as Sarbanes-Oxley, HIPPA

MSPs Need: Rich customer-specific reports and MSP-wide reports

MSP Benefits:

 f Integrated platform to monitor 
Performance, Security (SIEM) and 
Configuration

 f Manage infrastructure to 
applications (Layers 2-7)

 f Rapid new service revenue 
generation

 f Scalable multi-tenancy
 f Single-click customer onboarding
 f Monitor on-premise hosted and 
remote data centers 

 f Built-in service level and compliance 
reporting
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Security

 f Address customer security concerns around outsourced IT and associated data

 f Prevent security breaches; if breached, quickly determine root cause and resolve

MSPs Need: Security management essential to protect MSP’s reputation

Increasing IT Complexity and Scale

 f Scalability and complexity challenges driven by customer needs

 f Lengthy customer deployments; long time to value and profitability

MSPs Need: Rules and pattern-driven approach

Multiple Technologies; Lack of Resources

 f Huge costs to deploy and manage multiple tools and technologies

 f Reliance on manual processes, specialized knowledge, in-house tools

MSPs Need: Single platform to manage performance, availability and security (SIEM)

Managing Resource Risks

 f Expensive to find and retain trained and certified resources

 f Loss of customer knowledge and experience due to employee turnover

MSPs Need: A system that can codify operator knowledge into the product

The AccelOps Solution
AccelOps monitors servers, storage, networks, security devices, applications and users 
across the entire IT infrastructure - on premise, in the cloud or a hybrid of both.

The AccelOps virtual appliance software solution offers MSPs, hosting providers and 
large enterprises an intelligent and cost-effective way to meet service levels, and offer 
new lines of service delivery opportunities. The AccelOps virtualized collector architec-
ture allows you to remotely monitor customer environments across their data centers, 
private or public clouds, such as those offered by Amazon. The patent-pending Elastic 
Monitoring Capability of the product allows you to scale to your customer environments 
as their business needs change by simply adding or removing virtual appliances to the 
cluster.

Native multi-tenancy provides flexibility and security for MSPs and cloud service provid-
ers, allowing appropriate views for individual customers and business groups through 
role-based access controls; operators can switch from a particular customer or busi-
ness line view to a global view with a single click.

AccelOps combines security, performance, configuration and change information on a 
single unified platform, ensuring that critical information necessary to solve problems 
is just a click away. AccelOps also provides an industry-first technology that enables 
you to extend monitoring to new or custom environments while maintaining speeds of 
natively compiled code. This allows you to quickly react to changing customer environ-
ments and offer highest service levels without disruptions.

How It Works
Once the AccelOps virtual appliance is deployed, you simply need to provide the 
range of IP addresses and appropriate access credentials. The AccelOps product then 

“The combination of SIEM and 
performance and availability 
monitoring capabilities under a 
common platform simply does 
not exist in other products in the 
marketplace today.” 

Brian Thomas, Partner and CTO, 
Security7 Networks

“The breadth of the data 
set coverage is absolutely 
phenomenal compared to any 
other products. It took us just 
10 minutes to configure the 
AccelOps tool, and all we had 
to do was to wait for data to be 
collected. Statistics about every 
single interface in the device, 
every event that is going on in 
that device was collected in an 
hour. The exceptional ability to 
monitor and collect the breadth 
of data very quickly clearly 
differentiates AccelOps from 
other products.”

Jay Smith, President of Sales 
and Founding Partner, Security7 
Networks
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automatically discovers and populates the built-in Configuration Management Database 
(CMDB) with your physical and virtual infrastructure, including information such as serv-
ers, storage, networks, software, patches and users, and maps their inter-relationships 
and geo-location. The information is directly gathered from your infrastructure without 
requiring agents.

With auto-discovered knowledge about your environment, the product immediately 
starts monitoring up-down status, resource utilization, automatically builds normal base-
lines, thresholds and trends for infrastructure and application performance and alerts 
when deviations from normal thresholds occur. Built-in change management tracks con-
figuration changes and correlates them to IT events, making change-related root-cause 
analysis a breeze.

Real-time Analytics Provide Faster, More Reliable Incident 
Detection
A patented real-time analytics engine anchors the AccelOps monitoring application. 
AccelOps collects, parses and stores events, logs and metrics in a high-performance, 
flat file database. Collected metrics include device health and performance, Virtual 
Machine (VM) performance and health, and network flow data. The application cross-
correlates this information across security, performance, availability and change man-
agement domains. From this, AccelOps’ analytics capability supports both real-time 
alerts for any out-of-bounds conditions and forensic analysis of historical records.

AccelOps allows you to remotely troubleshoot your customers’ entire infrastructure 
using customizable, drill-down views – all from a single pane of glass. You can custom-
ize your customers’ views and permissions and limit visibility to their environment, while 
providing them with proactive service reports customized for their environments. 

AccelOps Helps Grow Your Business
The AccelOps product enables MSPs to grow their revenues by adding new lines of 
services as their customers’ business growths result in increasingly complex and ex-
panding IT environments. MSP customers can start managing a few critical services for 
their customers and then quickly expand their footprint with customers by offering and 
managing more complex services over time without incurring additional costs.

The single-click customer onboarding capability of AccelOps speeds up the ability of 
MSPs to add new customers. By reducing variability, errors and ensuring consistency 
for each customer that is onboarded, AccelOps enables MSPs to rapidly deploy and 
monitor their customers’ IT infrastructure. Within two to three hours of deploying the 
probes, MSPs can start monitoring and collecting useful actionable events to look at.

The out-of the box multi-tenancy capabilities allow MPSs to manage multiple customers 
with a single AccelOps software instance deployment driving down the per capita inci-
dent management costs. Due to the ability to scale on demand by simply adding virtual 
machines, AccelOps reduces ongoing hardware and headcount costs as your custom-
ers grow their environments. These features protect your initial investment, help realize 
one of the quickest times to value and ROI in the industry and grow profit margins over 
time. Some of AccelOps’ MSP customers currently support hundreds of enterprise 
customers with the AccelOps platform.

The ability to incorporate the human knowledge component of operators also reduces 
costs when key personnel leave the company, further reducing resource risks that are 
extremely costly.

“AccelOps has almost every 
conceivable bell and whistle. 
We believe the way AccelOps 
has implemented their multi-
tenant functionality is the most 
progressive in the market.”

“Beyond being a superior SIEM 
platform, we feel that we have 
a competitive advantage with 
AccelOps. AccelOps gave us a 
positive ROI in less than three 
months per subscription year. 
As we add more customers, the 
positive returns can be realized 
even faster based on economies 
of scale and AccelOps’ overall 
lower ongoing costs We do 
not have to buy and manage 
additional appliances for each 
client or retire older appliances. 
This has allowed us to realize a 
positive ROI faster, which in turn 
freed up capital to help drive 
expansion of our business — a 
very big win. So it was worth the 
expenditure.” 

Dave Nelson, President, Integrity 
Technology Systems 
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“AccelOps is not a simple 
monitoring-mashup or event 
search tool. The degree of 
automation and breadth of 
operational analytics and 
security controls are extensive - 
truly enabling proactive, service-
oriented management.”

Brian Neely, Chief Information 
Officer, American Systems

The integration of Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) with availability 
and performance monitoring on a single platform, in-memory real-time analytics and the 
ability to present them in a unified interface enables MSPs to provide unique differenti-
ating services to their clients.

AccelOps enables MSPs to meet individual customer SLAs at varying levels of cus-
tomer requirements – a single click allows you to manage customer environments at 
the service or individual IT component levels. The ability to manage more than 1,200 
auto-discovered metrics across servers, storage, network, applications and users com-
bined with numerous out-of-the-box business services, dashboards and reports allows 
you to quickly and efficiently prioritize incidents based on importance and criticality of 
business services, allowing you to provide the appropriate SLAs demanded by different 
customers.

Next-Generation SIEM
Stay ahead of your MSP competition with AccelOps. AccelOps provides an inte-
grated, intelligent monitoring application that automatically discovers your customers’ 
environments, baselines traffic patterns and uses pre-defined rules to proactively alert 
on performance-impacting events – in real time. By appending events with additional 
contextual intelligence, such as user identity, device type and geo-location information, 
AccelOps helps MSPs quickly identify and rectify problems. AccelOps software’s ability 
to integrate, automate and learn, coupled with its contextual intelligence and real-time 
analytics, acts as a force multiplier that results in a faster, more effective IT monitoring 
solution. 

Previous-generation Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) and perfor-
mance monitoring tools required hours of manual characterization and programming of 
thresholds into multiple monitoring tools. AccelOps’ self-learning reduces time, effort 
and human errors in baselining the infrastructure for automated monitoring.

Real-time alerts increase the MSP’s response time to their customers’ security threats 
or application service-impacting events. A high-performance search engine returns 
results from a simple text-based search or a complex, multi-variable structured query of 
billions of records within seconds to accelerate problem identification and reduce mean 
time to repair.

Summary
MSPs understand the challenges of deploying and managing complex new environ-
ments while maintaining multiple remote networks of varying sizes and configurations. 
They need software that reduces operating expense by providing ease-of-use with 
quick, detailed visibility into their customers’ network, applications, systems, virtualiza-
tion, and storage infrastructure. 

AccelOps gives MSPs full visibility and control of their customers’ entire infrastructure 
– servers, storage, virtualized servers and storage, networks, security devices, ap-
plications and users – all from a single pane of glass. IT administrators get real-time, 
out-of-the-box alerts and notifications of security, performance and availability issues. 
AccelOps also self-learns and tracks network behavior, traffic baselines, server CPU 
utilization, storage used/unused capacity and application workload patterns.

In summary, AccelOps helps MSPs increase profitability in a competitive market while 
quickly achieving the full visibility needed across customers’ entire infrastructures.
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About AccelOps
AccelOps provides a new generation of integrated security, performance and availability 
monitoring software for today’s dynamic, virtualized data centers. Based on patented 
distributed real-time analytics technology, AccelOps automatically analyzes and makes 
sense of behavior patterns spanning server, storage, network, security, users, and ap-
plications to rapidly detect and resolve problems. AccelOps works across traditional 
data centers as well as private and hybrid clouds. The software-only application runs 
on a VMware ESX or ESXi virtual appliance and scales seamlessly by adding additional 
VMs to a cluster. Its unmatched delivery of real-time, proactive security and operational 
intelligence allows organizations to be more responsive and competitive as they expand 
the IT capabilities that underpin their business.


